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Steps to a professional visualization 
How to turn an existing graphic into a professional visualization? 

1. Why visualize? 

Humans are able to quickly comprehend good, graphical representations while 
gaining a good feeling for the focal points in question without, having to read a 

lot of text. 

2. What is a professional visualization? 

As a first step to a professional visualization it is important that one understands 

the most important goals that are to be achieved using visualizations. I you have 
not yet established your own visualization standard we recommend the 

implementation of IBCS® (International Business Communication Standard). In 
recent years Prof. Dr. Rolf Hichert has established a good base with IBCS® which 

is maintained and continuously updated by the IBCS® Organisation. 

  

Before After 

 

3. Why use a standard for visualizations? 

In the beginning it is important to raise the awareness of managers and 
employees regarding the importance and benefit of using a 
visualization-standard. We recommend the IBCS® Awareness-
Workshop, where we explore the reasoning behind the usage of a 
reporting standard. 

  

https://www.ibcs.com/
https://www.ibcs.com/
https://www.ibcs.com/ibcs-association/
http://www.plus-it.ch/loesung/ibcs/#collapse-970
http://www.plus-it.ch/loesung/ibcs/#collapse-970
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4. IBCS Awareness-Workshop 

Top-5 Goals of the workshop: 

1. Knowledge of the advantages of IBCS® for your company 
2. Ability to judge if a standard is right for your company 
3. Ability to introduce the standard in your company 
4. Knowledge oft he standards most important features 
5. Receive first feedback regarding an example report 

5. Learning about the standard 

In order to get comfortable with the standard visiting public  IBCS®-
courses offered by Hichert+Faisst is recommended. Get certified and 
gather inspiration by looking at examples. 

6. Apply the standard, gather experiences 

Try to apply the standard to all of your company’s reports, dashboards 
and documents, including Word, EXCEL and Powerpoint. Think about 
how Graphics in your newspaper or communal budget could be 
improved. 

7. Learn from before / after examples 

Learn which issues deserve special consideration by looking at good 
examples. We recommend our blog series, which show easy to follow 
examples: 

IBCS-Story 1 

IBCS-Story 2  

IBCS-Story 3 

8. Summary 

Most Users agree that visualizations according to IBCS® are easier to 
read, clearly show data deviations and convey more information without 
a textual overload. 
 

  

https://www.ibcs.com/seminars
https://www.ibcs.com/seminars
http://www.plus-it.ch/ibcs_story1_vor_nach/
http://www.plus-it.ch/ibcs_story2_vor_nach/
http://www.plus-it.ch/ibcs_story3_vor_nach/
https://www.ibcs.com/
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9. Additional information 

Further information can be found by following these links: 

❑ IBCS-Solutions 

❑ IBCS-Services 

10. Free IBCS Poster 

Order a free IBCS-Poster: 
 

 
 

 

98 Rules for proper Design 
 

Top 10 Rules 

❑ Order now (98 Rules) ❑ Order now (TOP10) 
 

11. How to implement IBCS? 

Would you like to know how to implement IBCS as your company’s 
visualization standard? Simply contact us: info@plus-it.ch. 

 

 

 

http://www.plus-it.ch/loesung/ibcs/
http://www.plus-it.ch/dienstleistungen/consulting/#collapse-632
http://www.plus-it.ch/loesung/ibcs/?b=Poster_98_IBCS-Regeln_bestellen_(gratis)
http://www.plus-it.ch/loesung/ibcs/?b=Poster_Top10_IBCS-Regeln_bestellen_(gratis)
mailto:info@plus-it.ch

